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INDIAN ISLE  
Big adventures on Little Andaman

BEAR MISSION  
Sabah’s forgotten sun bears
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Fez’s sensor y seduction

SWEDISH SKY SHOW 
Chasing the nor thern lights

TANGO TOWN 
Buenos Aires by night
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travel essentials 
STAND OUT TUNES
Tired of tinny portable speakers that make your tunes sound like they’re being scraped 
through a dilapidated gramophone? Need an on-the-move stand for your tablet that ensures 
your device’s stay away is always five star? Meet the Mighty Dwarf Tablet Stage! – an 
ingenious new invention from the people who specialise in packing big beats into petite 
packages. The Tablet Stage! is an ultra-portable, lightweight tablet stand with a difference: 
it comes with a pair of built-in high-amp speakers. Turn your tablet into a TV using the 
adjustable, fold-out platform to achieve just the right viewing angle, and kick back on your 
hotel bed and watch movies with top-notch sound. Time to update your social media profile 
and check in with the folks at home? Pair your wireless keyboard with your tablet and let 
the Tablet Stage! transform the screen into an ergonomic monitor, while the speakers fill 
the room with your favourite tunes. 
www.mightydwarf.com | US$80 

PORTAPOWER
Think back to those dreaded days of 
lugging dead devices across the globe  
right when you needed them the most.  
How did you feel? Drained? Ditch the 
dead time for good with EagleTech’s  
new all-in-one battery pack. The Neptor 
NP100K external battery pack means  
you can re-gas your gadgets on the go, 
even when you’re far from a power point. 
Dual USB outputs enable you to get 
your tablet and smartphone on charge 
simultaneously, and with more than  
500 recharges, it will probably outlive  
your devices. At 190g, the pack is 
lightweight and portable, and bound  
to take a load off your mind.
www.eagletechusa.com | AU$70

RING MY BANGLE
We’ve all been there. Standing in a queue at the airport, fully laden with luggage, when 
suddenly, from somewhere in the bowels of your backpack, comes the unmistakable trill of 
your phone. Should you let it go? Is it really worth the hassle if it’s just your sister ringing 
to remind you to pack your toothbrush? But it could be that last-minute hotel confirmation 
you’ve been waiting for. With the Kogan Bluetooth Smart Bangle you never have to worry 
about missing a call again. The bangle vibrates when your phone rings and an LCD screen 
lights up with caller ID. You’ll know when your phone is ringing, even if it’s buried and 
inaudible at the bottom of your bag, and you can conveniently screen the caller. Don’t want 
to talk? Simply press the call reject button on the side of your bangle. A security feature 
alerts you when you step more than 10 metres from your phone, ensuring it will never be 
left behind again. Clever. 
www.kogan.com | AU$39

THE NAME’S BLUNT, JUST BLUNT
An indestructible umbrella? Sure, and two dozen rounds of Jägermeister won’t give you 
a hangover. We have to admit we were sceptical, but the Blunt has got the grunt to back 
up its claim. This Kiwi-engineered, aerodynamic beast uses revolutionary radial tensioning 
to keep the canopy as taut as a tiger’s toosh. This means it’s supposedly unflappable 
in the worst kind of weather. It also features a blunt tip design to ensure you won’t poke 
out anyone’s eyes in a storm. It’s built for ultimate performance and will take on Mother 
Nature’s fiercest gusts with gusto. There wasn’t a cyclone on hand for us to test it to the 
max but we are open to suggestions. Anyone heading to Everest? 
www.bluntumbrellas.com.au | From AU$79

ANIMAL MAGNETISM
Curse those wonky selfies and blurry 
sunset shots. Of course you should 
have taken a tripod but they are just so 
cumbersome and bulky. Fear not, there’s 
a gorilla in our midst that will take care of 
any pesky monkey business ruining your 
travel shots. The GorillaPod Magnetic is the 
next generation in compact, manoeuvrable 
tripods from Joby and comes with ingenious 
magnetic feet. Wrap it around a pole and 
lock the magnets on for grip-tight security 
while you get yourself in the picture, or 
attach it over the side of a building for 
unobstructed, shake-free sunset snaps. 
The GorillaPod Magnetic won’t take a DSLR 
but is the perfect creepy-crawly companion 
for your point-and-shoot camera.
www.joby.com.au | AU$25

HIT THE BOTTLE
For anyone who ever thought they needed 
a second skin while travelling, well, you 
do: your WineSkin. Let’s say you’ve spent 
days quaffing your way around the quaint 
vineyards of Bordeaux, getting tipsy in 
Tuscany or mulling over a Malbec, or two, 
in Mendoza. Who doesn’t want to bottle 
that experience and take a drop home? 
With WineSkin you can, without the risk of 
turning your luggage into a ghastly spittoon. 
With its cushioned belly and leak-proof, 
double-adhesive seam, the WineSkin will 
ensure your vintage has a comfortable ride 
home. And if you blow US$5000 on a bottle 
of 1990 Château Pétrus that smashes, no 
worries, the WineSkin won’t break a sweat.
www.wineskin.com.au | AU$10 for five

TREASURE CHEST
Who would suspect this neat little 
knapsack of harbouring a cache of camera 
cargo? Crumpler’s Karachi Outpost has 
got plenty of pockets for day-to-day fare, 
but unzip the back panel and find a nifty 
enclosure and iPad pouch, ready to stash 
your gear far from sneaky fingers, grot 
and grime. Adjustable dividers and elastic 
straps ensure your equipment behaves, 
while the expandable floating floor allows 
for a little extra lens room. The padded 
shoulder straps and removable chest belt 
bear the weight so well you’ll hardly notice 
you’re slogging a pack full of loot. It’s hardy 
and water resistant but has a softer side, 
with anti-abrasive materials inside and out 
and a soft-lined hood pocket to stop your 
sunglasses copping a scratch.  
It even comes with its own shower cap to 
sling over when the weather gets rough.
www.crumpler.com | AU$245
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REVIEWS

get in the know Real diamonds don’t show up on an X-ray.get in the know Nomophobia is the fear of being out of mobile phone contact.


